St Joseph’s School Wide Positive Behaviour Support Approach Matrix
The 3 R’s
What does this look like……

I am responsible when I

I am respectful when I

I am resilient when I

Inside the classroom

➢ Walk inside the classroom
➢ Actively listen to the speaker and respond
appropriately
➢ Follow instructions
➢ Look after my own, the school’s and other
people’s property

➢ Allow others to have their turn and have
their say
➢ Allow others to work in a quiet and safe
space
➢ Listen to the teacher and to others
➢ Use manners and speak politely
➢ Greet friends, teachers, parents by looking at
them, saying hello and using their name
➢ Put my hand up to share
➢ Support and encourage others through
actions, body language and voice

In the playground

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢ Look after and return the sports equipment
➢ Return/hand over other people’s sports
equipment that enters my play space
➢ Play fairly and respect the rules of the game
➢ Allow others to have a turn
➢ Speak politely to others on the playground
➢ Respect the playing space of others

In the toilets

➢ Use the toilet, wash my hands and return to
the yard/classroom safely
➢ Allow other students to have privacy
➢ Only play in the yard

➢ Look after the school facilities and don’t
waste toilet paper, soap or water
➢ Keep the toilets clean and leave them how I
have found them by always flushing and
putting rubbish in the bins
➢ Allow for other people to have their privacy

At assembly or in the Church

➢ Follow the ‘Give me 5’ strategy
➢ Form a neat line

➢ Enter and leave quietly
➢ Am a good audience member and look at the
speaker
➢ Look for and follow the teachers’ directions
➢ Line up on time and am ready to listen
➢ Wait patiently for others to leave

➢
➢
➢
➢

In the corridors

➢ Walk in the corridors
➢ Walk quietly down the left hand side of the
stairs, one student behind each other
➢ Keep corridors clean and clear of belongings
➢ Always let my teacher know if I am outside
the classroom during learning time

➢ Wait patiently and don’t get upset if people
bump into me
➢ Accept that I may not always be first
➢ Be patient when waiting to get to my bag or
walking from one place to another
➢ Stay calm if someone upsets me

When I am walking to the court

➢ Walk with a partner
➢ Speak in a quiet manner so I can hear
instructions
➢ Only cross the road once the teacher has
instructed and be alert for oncoming traffic

➢ Show respect by walking and talking quietly
➢ Am aware of my surroundings and people in
the space
➢ Knock before entering a room
➢ Make eye contact and greet people politely
➢ Keep to the left in the corridors and on the
stairs
➢ Only touch things in the corridor that belong
to me
➢ Pick up and place rubbish in the bins
➢ Walk and speak quietly without disturbing
other pedestrians and people in the doctor’s
surgery
➢ Listen to and follow the teachers
instructions
➢ Walk with my partner keeping to one side of
the footpath

Keep my hands, feet and objects to myself
Respond to the bell promptly
Use the play equipment safely
Walk around corners and play safely
Look after my own, the school’s and other
people’s property

➢ Accept feedback from others and respond in
a positive manner
➢ Keep persisting when I find things tough and
know when to ask for help
➢ Realise it is ‘okay’ to feel out of my comfort
zone in a supportive environment
➢ Am ready and willing to work with anyone in
a positive manner
➢ Accept and use whatever
equipment/resources are available to me
➢ Take responsibility and ownership for my
own actions
➢ Accept that I may not always get to play with
the equipment or use an area of my choice
➢ Use strategies to deal with minor conflicts
and/or when things don’t go my way (e.g.
Try ‘3 before me’ before going to the
teacher)
➢ Take ownership of my actions and emotions
by putting situations into perspective
➢ Respond appropriately to winning and
losing

Try my best even if I make a mistake
Celebrate the success of others
Am happy for others to have a turn
Am willing to line up with or sit next to
anyone

➢ Can walk across to the courts with another
member of my school besides my friend
➢ Am not able to go to the courts because of
inclement weather

